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Which was to be proved








1.1 NORMED LINEAR SPACES
Definition 1.1.1
Let V be a nonempty set and F a scalar field. Let
VxV^V, FxV-l>V be two operations. Then F, +, is
called a vector or linear space if the following conditions
are satisfied.
(A) To every pair, x and y, of vectors in V there
corresponds a vector x+y, called the sum of x and y, in
such a way that:
(1) addition is commutative, x+y = y+x,
(2) addition is associative, x+(y+z) = (x+y)+z,
(3) there exists in V a \migue vector 9 (called
the origin) such that x+0 = x for every
vector X, and
(4) to every vector x in V there corresponds a
\inique vector -x such that X + (-x^ = 0.
(B) To every pair, oil and X , where <4 is a scalar
and X is a vector in V, there corresponds a vector
in V, called the product of and x, in such a way that
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(1) multiplication by scalars is associative,
Xipx) = (4^)x, and
(2) 1.x = X for every vector.
(C) (1) Multiplication by scalars is distributive with
respect to vector addition, o((x+y) = ci.x+cly, and
(2) multiplication by vectors is distributive with
respect to scalar addition, (4+p)x =oix+^x.
The elements of V are called vectors and those of F
are called scalars. Unless, specified otherwise F will
always be taken as R or R. We shall often refer to V itself
as a vector space.
Definition 1.1.2
A function x!LJL^{^Oyoo) is called a norm on X, and
(X, 11.11 ) a normed linear space provided that for x,ydX,
the following properties are satisfied;
(1) 11x11 0 and = 0 iff x = 0
(2) llo)x)| = MUUIl
(3) II x+y 11^ llxll + J|yJ|
We shall say that X is a normed linear space instead of
(X, )i . 11 ), especially when no confusion arises.
Examples 1.1.3
(a) Let X « R^, and let R be the scalar field. Define
I) XII = yfx^ +X^ if X = (x^, X2) • Then X is a
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normed linear space.
(b) Let X = and R^ be the field. Define,
for X = (Xj^ X2, ...Xj^),
H ^ H = ZI 1 ^il^-
i=J
Then X is normed linear space.
Definition 1.1.4
Let X be a normed linear space,
(a) An 4 _ neighborhood of Xq is defined by
N(Xq5^) =|x£X: IIx-XqH^^}
(b) ScX is open provided for each x€.S,3 N(x,fe)C.S.
Theorem 1.1.5
Let X be a normed linear space and Xq€.X. Then N(Xq, €)
is an open set.
Proof: Let y6.N(xQ,fe) so that lly-x^HxCG . Let
= V2 - IJy-XqII . If z£.N(y, then
)) z-y I)
Hence:
II s II z-y II +11 y-Xp II = V2- I) y-XjU +
II y-XglI = «^/2 < €
Therefore, z dN (x., ^ ), and hence N(y, ^-)ci N{x^, €. ) •U * U 0
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1.2 CONVERGENCE, COMPLETENESS AND COMPACTNESS
Definition 1.2.1
Let X be a nomed linear space, and let be a
sequence in X. Let x t X.
(a) X X provided for 6>09N3ifn5^N then,
Ij x^ - X Ij ce .
(b) l^x^is Cauchy provided fort>0 9 Naifm, n^^N
then,
II X - X 11 7
We note that if Xj^—^x then for6>0 9 N>)\Xjj -x||^-^/2
if nN.
Hence
II ^n-%" ^ II - *11 + II *m ■ *lk*/2+ ^/2 = fc
m, n N.
Thus if it is clear that eveiry convergent sequence is
Cauchy. However, the converse is not true in general and
true only in spaces called complete (e.g. R^). This motivates
us to give the following definition.
Definition 1.2.2
Let X be a normed linear space. X is complete provided
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every Cauchy sequence in X converges to some point in X. A
complete normed linear space is called a Banach space.
Definition 1.2.3
Let X be a normed linear space
(a) A subset S is called compact provided, for each i
converges to some point in S.
(b) S is closed provided for | S —> x, «
X £ S.
It may be remarked that generally a set S is compact if
every open cover of S has a finite subcover. However, in
normed linear spaces this is equivalent to definition 2.2.
Examples 1.2.4
(a) The closed boianded interval £o, l^l is compact.
To see this, choose 0 ^ x^^ ^ 1. By Bolzano-
Weirstras' theorem, 3 a subsequence x^^^ -—^ x.
But 0 ^ X ^ I .
(b)
compact. so that
y = ci x^+ ( ) X and 0n n On0
Again, by Bolzano-Weirstras theorem 3 ^ subsequence
■! ^ j > 4 and o ^ ci.-^ ) .ni ^ ni
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Now if y = Axq + (l“A)x then y <£ [x^, xj and





Let X,Y be normed linear spaces. A function T: X—> Y
is called a linear operator provided for 4^^, *1'
*2 £ X,
+‘2*2’ +'^2’^*X2>
A consequence of linearity of T is that T(0) = 0, for
T(0) = T(0+0) = T(0) + T (0)
2 . ,
If Y = R , then T as called a linear functional.
Dfefinition 1.3.2
Let T: X^Y be a linear operator. Then T is bounded
if 9 K > 0 ^
j| T(x) II K II X H for all X X.
Definition 1.3.3
Let X,Y be noinmed linear spaces,JlCX, P:JLCY be a
operator (function) not necessarily linealr. Then P is con¬
tinuous at x^Jl provided |x^^c-n.and x^—^ *0 P(Xjj)—^
P (x^).
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It may be noted that in general continuity at can
be expressed in terms of the condition: for = S( Xq) 9
if j j x-x^ II ^ / then
II P{x) - PCXq) )| ^ € (1)
It is trivial that both the concepts are equivalent. If
for eachfe> 0,^^ independent of x's such that (1) is
satisfied for whatever x, x^d-O. , then P is said to uniformly
continuous on -A. . Without proving, we mention that if _yL
is compact then continuity of P at each point of Ji is
equivalent to the taniform continuity on -A. .
Definition 1.3.4
Let X, Y be normed linear spaces and let T; X ^ Y
be a linear operator.
Then,
)) T II = sup i) T(x) II
Theorem 1.3.5
Let T be as above.
Then,'
Ij T II = sup||T(x)|| = sup-ti T(x) II
x??0 X
llxH = 1
Proof: This is almost obvious, ajid h^ce the proof is
omitted.
Q.E.D
Here, we note that if T is bounded then
)| T(x) II ^ jj T II II X II for all X £. X.
Theorem 1.3.6
Let X,Y be normed linear spaces and let T; X —> Y be
a linear operator. Then the following are eguivalent:
(a) T is continuous at 0.
(b) T is continuous at each x <f. X.
(c) T is bounded.
(d) T is \iniformly continuous.
Proof I (a) (b) : Let T be continuous at 0, and let
3^ X. Then for > 0 3 % > 0 3 if )J z then
11 T(z)iMfe.
Then
Jl T(x) “ T(Xjj) II = 11 T(x - x^) II ^ G if II X - S
jtb) liet T be continuous at each point X and hence
in particular at 0. If T is not bounded then 3 ^ ^
X f^O such that
n




then II zjln X
n




0, so that T(z-) 0 by
continuity of T at 0
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This is a contradiction.(c)=^ (d) ; If T is bounded then ^ K > 0 3
I) T(x| - T (x^) 11 = ]1 T (x£X2 ))1:^ K J] x^ -
if I) X - X2 11^^ ^
(d) ^ (a) : If T is unformly continuous then for €l>o 5 S 3
II T(x) J| = 11 T(x) - T(0) 11-^6 if j) X 11= 1) x-0 II
for V X «f. X.
We denote by [x —> y] the space of all bounded linear
operators on X into Y. With usual addition of functions and
scalar multiplication, [x-^yJ is a vector space. Moreover,
with II T II defined in definition 3.4, [^X —> y]| is a normed
linear space.
Theorem 1.3.7
If Y is Banach, then [^X —> yJ is Banach space.
Proof: Let ^T^'| be a Cauchy sequence in [x —^ Y^
so that for € 0 5 N 3
sup II T (x) - T (x) II =//t - T if m, n N“ n m a
Consequently, if n, n N, then
II T (x) - T (k) II ^ ^/2 for all X 3 11X II = 1.
n “I
But this shows that }T (x)j is a Cauchy sequence in Y, a'• n J
complete space. Hence 3 y d Y > y = lim T (x) . Let T =
n-^oo n
T(x). Since limit is a linear operation and T is linear, it
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follows that T is a linear operator. Now, let m—^oo in (1) .
Hence,
II T (x) - T(x) i/f: ^/2 if n N for all x £ H X 1) = 1.
n '
But then
II T - T /I = sup ]J T (x) - T (x) II ^ ^/2 if n N^ iMhi ^
X = 1
l/'/LThis shows that T T and (T - T)£. Fx—^ yT
n N
Hence,
= tT - T) €. [ X->> y]
Hence,
[x^ yJ is a Banach space.
Q.E.D.
CHAPTER II
DIFFERENTIATION IN BANACH SPACES
2.1 THE FIRST DERIVATIVE OF NON LINEAR OPERATORS
Definition 2.1.1
Let X,Y be Banach spaces and^ci X,^CY. Let P;^-%.^
Let Xq^JL be a point. Suppose there exists U €-£x—> Y~\
satisfying:
lim P(Xq + tx) - P(Xq) = U(x)
t —»
t
The boionded linear operator U is said to be the derivative
of P at the point x^ and is written as U = P'(Xq). The
derivative thus defined is often called the Gateaux or
weak derivative and U the Gateaux differential. Let K
denote the set of all x £. X with /I x || = 1. If the con¬
vergence relationship is satisfied uniformly with respect to
K t K, then we say that the operator P is differentiable at
the point x^. The derivative P'(x^) is called the Frechet or
strong derivative.
Proposition 2.1.2
A bounded linear operator U«f[x—> yJ is a Frechet de¬
rivative of P if the following condition is satisfied: for
€•> 0,-3S>for AX X and 11 o X S
11
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|j P(X^+AX) - “ U(/^ X) j\^:£||£^xll
Proof: Let P be F-differentiable then for each x ^
11 X II = 1 and I t I --ii. S ,
,, P(x + tx) - P(x^) - U(x) II
II o. o jj ^ ^
t
Let tx = A X so that Ij tx )j = !l^ x jj , | t | = }l ^ x ![
Hence,
II P(Xq + a x) - P(Xq) -U(<^x) |j-^€ Itl = € jlAxjJ
if ll^xjl^S . Conversely, let for whenever ||^x//<§
then
Jl P(x^ + x) - P(Xq) - U(a x) jl^e)l^x,ll y
Letting ^x = tx, we have
II PCXptx) “ P(Xq)t U(x) II ^^Ih^xll _eiJtx7/ = where 11x11= 1.II- it| - It;
Q • £j • L •
Properties 2.1.3
(a) If P is differentiable then P is continuous
(b) If P^, P2 are differentiable then
also differentiable and (4Pj^ + ^^0^ ~
=iPl' (x„) + pp' (Xg)
(c) If P is linear then P'(Xq) = P
(d) Let X,T,Z be a Banach spaces. Let
P :JLC X-»-AcY, Q :a CYhpAc z
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Suppose that Q and P are differentiable at
Yq = P(Xq)£a and Xq£-A. respectively.
Then R = QP is differentiable and
R*(Xq) “Q'CYq) P'(Xq)
Proof: (a) If P differentiable then
II P(Xq +-£ix) - P(Xq) - U (^x) ll^el/^xlj
Let AX —>0
lim ||p(xn +Ax) - P(Xrt) - o|j-«iO asu 0 "—
lim U (a.x) =0 because U is continuous.
Therefore, lim P(x +ax) = PCx^)
(b) : ^im^ + pPg) (Xg + tx) - ( 4lPj^ + pP.^) (Xq) ^
= »:|limim^Pj^Cx^ + tx) - Pi (3£Q)j + p lim^ P^CxQ + tx)
= 4p'^(Xo) +PJ Uj,)
(c) : P' (Xq) (x) = lim P(x + tx) - P(Xq)
t-> 0 ^
P* (XjJ(x) =^lim P{Xq) + tP(x) - P(Xq)
= P(x)
Hence, P'(x^) = P
(d) : Let U = P' (x^) r V = Q' (y^) and let x ^ X
be arbitrary. Put Ay = + tx) - P(Xq). Then
R(x^ + tx) " R(Xq) = QP(Xq + tx) " QP(Xq) =
t t
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- QCYq) * v( a y) + <i(Ay)
yP(X + tx) - ) + ^(^y) v\ P(Xq + tx) - P(Xq) ]\ (1)
\Uyn W
where
^(A,y) = Q(yQ + i^Y) - Q(yQ) - V( £xy) , \\d(Ay)l\ = 0^\Ay|lj
As t —0 the first term in (1) has the limit;
(Xq)jI (x) =VU(x),
and the second term tends to zero, since the ratio
A y)l y tends to zero, while the scalar factor is
bounded.
Thus lim R(Xq + tx) - R(Xq) = VU(x)
t“^«6
Q. E!. D.
2.2 MEAN VALUE FORMULA '
I
Let Pz^cr X—>4.cl|
set and (x^, xj = ^y= x^
have a derivative at each
Let ^ be defined by p(t)
-
Xq. Let tQ<£ [o,lJ ,1
0(t + /i.t) - ^ (t) = j
A t
= g j"p(xQ + t A X + t I^ ^t
£xq, xJ , 0 ^ X ^1. L€






t A X e
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Theorem 2.2.1
Let x^, x£.A/ x^^A_and let P have a derivative
at each point on xj . Then
(a) /I P(x) - P (Xf,) - U ( Ax))|^sup Up* (x +8Axl{l|-iX 11
(b) II P(Xq + ^ x) - P{Xq)-P' (Xq)^ X )| ^
ll-A x)l sup 11 P'(x +8ax - P'(x )||
(c) II P(x) - P(x )P'(x.) (ax)|£% Jl^xxll sup|/p"(x- + x) -
P” (Xg) II
Proof: Let ^be as above, Then ^is differentiable
on C,0,lj . From the mean value theorem 3©3®^®^lcind
c/>(l) - <piQ) = (1 - 0) 0^0 + ©-) = ^ (8) .
Also,
g(P(x^ +AX) - g(p(x^)^ = g ^P'(Xq +6^ix) (iix) ^ .
Since,
P(x +4»x) - P(x ) afc 0, by Hahn-Banach extension
o
^ o'
theorem 39^^-^119 11 “
II P(x^ + x) - P(x^)|| = gJ^P(XQ + ^ x) - P(Xq)J ,
Hence
II P(Xq x) - P(x^)Jl =jg +8ax) (a x) ] ^
II g|ll|P'(x^ +6^x) (Ax)ll^
II p'(x +©,^x))| llAx(l6|l<ix 11 sup\|p(x +8ax) )|
o '• O
(b) Let U S.£x—• Replacing P by P - U, we get
II p(x) - ^
If U = P*(Xq), then
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II P(x) - P(Xq) - ^ X)]|4lAxji sup]| P* (Xq +®ax)
- P'<Xg)ll
(c) The proof follows similarly.
Remark 2.2.2
Let the derivative of the operation P exist at every
point of some open set , An operation P' is defined
on-fL^ associating to each element a P'(x)f.£x —> .
We prove that if P* is continuous at Xq€._a_q/ P is dif¬
ferentiable at this point. Since P' is continuous, to
every 0, there corresponds aS>0^ H P'(x) -
P'(Xq)^I provided II X - x^JUS . llAxjj =jjx..-S
then sup |] P* (x. +6ax) - P'(x ) |1^€:0 0
On applying this to
jj P(x +Ax) - P(x ) - P' (x^) A X II ^
))<a.x|| sup I1p' (x- + x) - P' (x ) II ,
we get
]l P(Xq + ax) - P(Xq) - P' (Xq) ( a x) II |j A X II
This shows P is differentiable at x^.
2.3 INTEGRALS IN BANACH SPACES
Let P: [^a, b]-> X be a function of real variable and
X a Banach space. If E is defined on the interval j^a, »
it is meaningful to speak of an integral of F, this being




0 1 2 4.t 1 ^ t “ b.^ k k+1^ n
Let X= roax (t-t) and letdd(t, t) , k=0, 1, ...., n-1.
k k+1 *< k k+1
If the limit exists, then
vi-l
lim > _ F(^k) (t - ty^) -
A->.o K=^o k+t
Properties 2.3.2
(a) If Ud.[x—>yj , then
'i F(t) dt. .
b
■tS
U ( 5F(t)dt j = ^u(F(t)) dt.
(b) If F{t) = 0(t)x^, Xq is a fixed vector and
a real valued function of real variables, then
b b





(a) P-a-t^ ^ ^2 * * • ^^n “ and
A = max (t - t)
k K-t k
F{t)dt) = U ( lim ^F(Ci) (t-t) \
' \ A—K=o ^ ^ k-1 /
'





= lim UF () (t-t ) (Since U
A->o kZo k K k-i
UF(t) dt.
Q.E.D.
= x^lim (t, “ t)iCs-o
^
h
= X ^ (t) dt0 o.
b Q.E.D.
(c) II 5p(t)dt]| = )( lim ^F(<^) (t,^- |.^) \\
= lim||^ F(<i ) (t - 11 ^ lim (t - t)
)I F(^J^)/I = \ llF(t)l\ dt
Q.E.D.
Let R be an operation defined on the segment V x ,x +axI ,
^00 J
(Xq/Xq + ax ^ X) , with values in the space j^X—.
We define r r »»-j
\R(x)dx -* \ F(x> + t A x) A xdt == lim ^R(Xj. +d x)
O ^ ^->0 kr.o ^ ^
Ax(t - t)
k+1 k
If R is continuous, the integral exists euid represents an
element of Y. In particular, let R=P' where P=tc , x^ +^x]<=
K-^Y has a continuous derivative. Then P'(x) exists for




Let P be as above then
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P' (x)dx = P(Xq +^x) - P(Xq)
Proof; From the definition
P' (x) dx = lim y~ P' (x^ + C ^ x) (x) (t - t )0 '< k+1 k
= lim P' (X ) ( Ax)
< - ir If
/A->o
where
X, = X + ^ A X
k o k
and = ( ax) - t^)
Now,
P(Xq +AX) - P(Xq) = ^ 3C) - P(Xq) +
P(Xq + t2Ax) -
P (x + t_ x) + . . . . + P(x» + t A x) “
0 3 0 n-1
^ ^P(Xo + A X)




X “ X, = (t
k+1 k k+1
t ) A X = AX,
k k
Now
II P(Xq + A x) P(x-) - ^ P' (x, ) X \\ =
P (Xj^) - P' (Xj^) 11^
P(Xj^) - P' {Xj^)(AX^) H.
Thus by theorem 1.2.1 (b), we get
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.. ■n~l
)| P(Xq +^x) “ P(Xq)
rt-l
K-s-o
^ X 11 sup II P* (Xj^ + ^^X ) - P* (Xj^)J| =
o^e-^i
j| AX 11 (t
K-o
p'(V)| .
Since P' is continuous on the compact set [x , x +ax ,•» o o
it is uniformly continuous on it. Hence, for ^>0 0
^ whenever i/ x - y Jl )jp'(x) - P'(y)j| ^ - 11-^ x H .
ButA= max (t-t) —>0 and d £ ft , t, ”1
H*, /< I k k+l-l
. Hence, 0
ana (t,^ - 0. But
11 (Xj^ + ©..cvXj^) - Xj^ 11 = l|-«^xl| jB- (t
(t^ as X-> 0
k+1 "
Consequently,
II X, + X - X jlaiS" k k k"
Then it follows that
as 0
sup 11 P'(x +6-£^x) - P'(x ) ll^^lUxll ^ ^‘ k k &
Therefore
n- /
11 P(x^ +ix) - P(X|j) - ^P' (Xjj) ^ =',jHllax]
e (t
M~o
- t,) = e
Therefore, letting -A-»o, we get
H P(x^ + A x) - P(x^) - ^ P' (x) dx j| ^ e .
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Since € ]> 0 is arbitrary, the results follows.
Q.E.D.
Theorem 2.3.4
If II R(x x))| 0 (t + d^^t) , t £[0, l]




|| ^R(x)dx j| = || I R(x +dAX) ( A x)d <i 1|^
.'‘o o i




R(x +dAx) ^ (Xi->y)
o
Hence,
j{ ^ R(x)dx j| ^ t ^ <j6 (t^ + <iAt)d<i
o
Put t + ^A t = t
O
Then A td d. = dt, and




II R(x) 11 ^ <6 (t) ,







1) 5r(x) dx 11 V< (t)dt
Proof; Let <ax = x^ - x^, t =
X = X, + ^^ X, t = + dy ^ t
Now
II R{x + d^x) II = j/R(x)J) ^t) = 0 (t + t)
By previous theorem ,
X, F/
j| ^R (x) dx jl ^ yf(t) dt
tj,
2.4 SECOND DERIVATIVE
If P;JtcX—> Y has a derivative P' then P';JLCX-^
X —^ yj . Then the concept of derivative of P' is defined





o j^x-^[x->[x . ,[x-> yJ
Definition 2.4.1
(a) B: XxX—>Y is called a bilinear operator if
B(x, x') is linear in both variables.
(b) B is bounded iff 3 K ^
I) B(x,x') H ^ M H X )j )|x'|| for all x, x <5. X.(c)]} B U = sup ]| B(x,x') 11
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Let Lx2_^ y ] denote the space of all bounded
bilinear operators. It can be noted that if Y is complete
then [ x^—» y} is a Banach space.
Theorem 2.4.2





U = W(x') \ X x'<£ X





r r 1T ^ r 2 1
Thus, for each W£X —> [x—> YJ 1 we have B £ [x —i
such that II B //^/l W II
Conversely, let B4.[.X^—> yJ , and let
W(x') = B(x',.).
Then
W(x') (x) = B(x', x) ^ Y,
and




P' (x+ty) (x-x-ty) - P' (x) (x - x) =
t
P' (x+ty) (x-x)-P' (x) (x-X) -P V (x+ty)y
_
Hence
Q'o (x)y = P"(x) (X“X,y)-P'(x) (y)
or
(y) +P'(x)(y) = P'(x) (x-x,y)
But
Q'(x)(y) = P* (x) (y) + Q'q (x) (y) .
Hence
Q*(X)(y) = P"(x) (x-x, y)
or
Q'(x) = P"(x) (x-x,.)
Consequently,
A X
5 P" (x) (x-XQ,.)dx = ^ Q* (x)dx = Q(x)-Q(Xq)
= P(x) +P*(x) (x-x)-P(x^)-P'(Xq) (x-Xq)
= P(x)-P(x )-P'(x ) (x-X^)0 0 0
Q.H.D.
Example 2.4.4
(a) Let f be a functional f: X—> R. If G - derivative
Hence
iS




II W /I = )| B //
Thus for each B £ [x^-> y] , there is a W<5 [x-»[x—> yd]
^ )l W 11^ 11 B 11 .
Hence I1 B 11 = l| W || and isometry is proved.
Q •B. D.
Note that P"(Xq)£ —> yJ = fx^—^ y] .
Thus we have




Let P:-/L. d X—>Y have continuous derivatives jx , x I
Then for any xdfx, xj , we have
P(x) - - P'(x ) (x - x^)
7 0 0 0
= J P" (X) (x - X, . )dx
X
o




Ydfx^, SJ 5j .
Let
26
of f exists then for x, y i X,
lim f(y + tx) - f(y) = ^ TfCy + tx)l 1
h-^o dt L I ■i:=o
t
2
(b) Let X s R in example (a) above, and let
f(x) = f(x^, x^)
have a continuous derivative: with respect to
X and X .
1 2
Let Y = (y,, y )i 2
Then
F(y + tx) - f(y) = f(y^ + tx^, y^ + tx^) - ¥2^
+ «2> - *‘^1' ^2’]
Using M.V Theorem for the first variable of the
first expression onjy^, y^^ + txjj and for the second
variable of the second expression on^y2f Y2 + ^*2! '
get 0 ^ d,<£l I such that
f(y + tx) - f{y) = (y, + tx - Y, )^i (Y, +% tx / y,
>y^ X 1 J-
+ tx^)+(y2 + txj - y^)^! (y^. yj + » tK^)
Hence 2
lim f(y + tx) “ f{y) = x lim^if (y + ©, tx. , y, +tx ) +
1 fc-^nyi 1 112 1
X lim^f (y , y- +etx )
2t->ody2 ^ ^ 2
21
Since ^_f , ^ are continuous in both variable, we have
lim f(Y + tx) - f(Y) x ^f(Y,, Y«) + x'^f(y., v.)
t->a 1 » — J- ^ 2— 1 2
n ‘^2
Hence G- derivative of f exists and
f' (Y) (x) = + Xo'^f
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